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Krugersdorp rapes: Govt failed to enforce

mine cleanup. Now it's a crime scene

Lisa Steyn SHARE
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The rape of eight women in Krugersdorp has brought attention to criminality and police inaction

in the area, but the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy also has a case to answer,

according to an environmental activist.

News of the gang rape of the women shooting a music video at a mine dump in West Village

sent shock waves through the country.

It hit hard too for Mariette Liefferink who regularly visits the mining city on the West Rand, but

always had her eyes on the horizon and the keys in the ignition, should she catch a glimpse of

the zama zamas who seemingly maraud these barren mine lands with impunity.

The North Sands Dump where the incident took place is well known to Liefferink as it forms part

of the mining right area of Mintails Mining, a gold extraction company which went bust in 2015,

leaving behind vast environmental devastation.

Compelling the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) to enforce the law and

oblige the former directors of the company to secure and rehabilitate the land is something

Liefferink has for years been campaigning for in her capacity as CEO of the Federation for a

Sustainable Environment (FSE).

Despite the efforts of the FSE and others over many years, there has been no positive change

on the ground. All the while, the area has become a veritable no-man's land, governed only by

illegal miners, as demonstrated by the tragic rapes last week.

The incident highlighted the lack of law enforcement in the area, prompting police to descend

on Krugersdorp in a show of force, resulting in 120 arrests this week. But the Department of

Mineral Resources and Energy also has a case to answer for its failures, which have allowed

illegal miners to proliferate.

"This incident is a consequence of the DMRE’s failure to enforce non-compliances against the

directors of Mintails for their failure in duty of care; to make safe these areas and to safely close

the mine," said Liefferink, adding:

The zama zamas are one apparent danger, but the ease of access to the

mining right area has also resulted in local children drowning in the

exposed mine pits now filled with water, some of which are 40 metres

deep.

Following a site visit to Mintails and another abandoned mine in 2018, the Parliamentary Portfolio

Committee on Mineral Resources found the DMRE allowed Mintails - a mining company majority-

owned by Australian listed group Mintails Ltd - to operate between 2012 and 2018, even though

the department had never approved the environmental management plans of the mine and had

never issued the company with a mining right under the law.

Because the department also allowed Mintails to operate in the area without having set aside

the legally-required funds required for rehabilitation, a liability of R485 million sits with the state

since Mintails was liquidated in 2018 and its parent company no longer exists.

The committee further observed that when a mine goes into business rescue – as was the case

with Mintails before its liquidation – there is a huge regulatory gap regarding the financial

provision of environmental rehabilitation, and there is a lack of standardisation by the DMRE on

how to relax environmental obligations of a mine during the business rescue stage.

Among its several recommendations, the committee instructed the department to clearly identify

the gaps between mining, insolvency and company law that have led to this ongoing situation,

where the polluter does not pay and the state that ends up paying.

It said the DMRE should design and implement a standardised approach when dealing with the

relaxation of environmental and financial provisions for mines undergoing a business rescue

process. It further asked the department to report to the committee on what it will do differently

in future to ensure that this situation does not continue. The committee also asked the DMRE to

report on its efforts to hold directors and shareholders of Mintails and other operations liable for

the environmental debts left behind.

AUDIO | ‘It’s heartbreaking’: Krugersdorp rape brings
‘haunted’ Motsoaledi to tears

Home Affairs Minister Aaron Motsoaledi was overcome with emotion when he
spoke about how the alleged rape of eight women shooting a music video at a
mine dump in Krugersdorp, Gauteng, had awakened his traumatic memories.

The DMRE failed to respond to Fin24's repeated requests for comment this week. The

parliamentary committee also did not provide an update on the department's progress on the

recommendations.

James Lorimer, the DA's spokesperson on mineral resources, however, confirms that not much

has changed.

"In a systemic way, [the DMRE] have done nothing to limit or control illegal mining. It's got worse

since the committee visited," he said.

Over the years, illegal mining in the West Rand has flourished into full-blown criminal syndicates

which are armed to the teeth. There are now areas that are basically beyond the remit of

government, Lorimer says. "They cannot go in there unless there are large numbers of armed

police. Otherwise, it's completely out of their control. So it's not surprising to see this spilling

over."

Lorimer says three things need to be done.

First, basic policing functions must be carried out, he says. "They must investigate when there

are crimes, because that's not happening".

Second, a specialised police unit must be established to tackle illegal mining. These police

officers need to not only have the specialised knowledge to tackle the problem, but they will

also have to be sufficiently armed to take on these gangs, Lorimer says.

Thirdly, government needs to fill a legislative gap. "What do you charge somebody with when

you catch them for illegal mining? It is a crime to be in possession of unwrought gold. "But how

do you prove that?" says Lorimer. "You have to send it to the police laboratory – and remember

what the queue is there - six months. "So are you going to pick up a guy on the West Rand and

hold him for six months while waiting for a sample to come back? Of course not."

WATCH | Man killed, over 40 arrested as police conduct
blitz in Krugersdorp

A contingent of officers from specialised policing units, including the Tactical
Response Team, Flying Squad, K9 Unit and Hawks, moved between several
locations as they searched for illegal miners in Krugersdorp on Tuesday…
morning. About 42 people were arrested by midday and dozens of cellphones
seized. Gold-bearing ore was also recovered.
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Authorities during a raid on illegal miners on August 03, 2022 in Krugersdorp.

The shocking rape of eight women in Krugersdorp highlights the failures of the

department of mineral resources.

The incident occurred on an abandoned mining right area which has been unsecured for

years.

The mineral resources department has failed to hold anyone to account for the

environmental debt left behind.
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